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ABSTRACT 

Quantum confinement in nanoscale Si structures is widely believed to be responsible for the 
visible luminescence observed from anodically etched porous silicon (por-Si), but little is known 
about the actual size or shape of these structures. Extended x-ray absorption fine structure data from 
a wide variety of por-Si samples show significantly reduced average Si coordination numbers due 
to the sizable contribution of surface-coordinated H. (The H/Si ratios, as large as 1.2, were 
independently confirmed by ir-absorption and a-recoil measurements.) The Si coordinations imply 
very large surface/volume ratios, enabling the average Si structures to be identified as crystalline 
particles (not wires) whose dimensions are typically <15 A. Comparison of the size-dependent peak 
luminescence energies with those of oxidized Si nanocrystals, whose shapes are known, shows 
remarkable agreement. Furthermore, near-edge x-ray absorption fme structure measurements of the 
nanocrystals shows the outer oxide and interfacial suboxide layers to be constant over a wide range 
of nanocrystal sizes. The combination of these results effectively rules out surface species as being 
responsible for the observed visible luminescence in por-Si, and strongly supports quantum 
confinement as the dominant mechanism occurring in Si particles which are substantially smaller 
than previously reported or proposed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The novel properties and possible utility of visible room-temperature luminescence from 
anodically-etched porous silicon (por-Si) have generated intense study {1]. Explaining the 
luminescence with quantum-confmed structures has always seemed plausible [2,3], although it has 
not been possible to completely rule out alternative explanations. Until now, there have been 
difficulties in identifying the species responsible for the optical activity, along with determining its 
shape or dimensions, largely because the material is very inhomogeneous, but also because there is 
little direct structural information from the region lying within the penetration depth of the 
photoexciting radiation. Moreover, Si structures <20 A, should they be significant, are beyond 
practical detection with standard methods such as electron microscopy. 

This work summarizes recent x-ray absorption measurements [4] from a series of oxidized 
Si nanocrystals, whose shapes and sizes are known, and from a variety of anodically-etched (H
passivated) por-Si samples. The data, combined with luminescence emission measurements from 
each of the systems, establish considerably smaller values for the average size of Si structures 
contained within optically relevant depths of por-Si. Our conclusion are based not only on the strong 
correlation found between particle sizes and peak luminescence energies in the por-Si samples, but 
on the nearly identical correlation found for the Si nanocrystals. 
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Using our so-determined dimensions for the luminescent structures, however, leads to a large 
discrepancy with calculations of band gap versus size [5]. In the absence of defect-related states in 
the gap, the validity of a quantum-confinement model relies on a correspondence between band gap 
and luminescence energy. It is therefore important to know whether the lack of such correspondence 
for particles emitting in the visible region, i. e., <700 run, lies with a problem in the theory or with 
the identification of the optically active species being Si rather than something else. In this regard, 
we present new results which demonstrate that the observed visible luminescence in the nanocrystals, 
and by extension in por-Si, is unrelated to an oxide-containing species. 

EXPERIMENT 

The Si K-edge absorption measurements were performed at the National Synchrotron Light 
Source using the AT&T X15B beamline [6] and InSb(lll) monochromating crystals. Samples were 
kept at 77 K to minimize thermal disorder effects [7]. All data were obtained with total electron yield 
detection, whose effective sampling depth in 80%-porosity Si is < 2500 A [8]. A variety of por-Si 
samples prepared under very different conditions [2,9-11] were studied with transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM), x-ray- and ir-absorption, a-recoil, and luminescence excitation and emission 
spectroscopies. Air exposure of the freshly prepared samples was limited to < 10 min in all but the 
TEM measurements to minimize 0 contamination (such effects are easily detectable). Samples of 
the 0-passivated_ (air-insensitive) Si nanocrystals [12] were prepared for x-ray absorption 
measurements by transferring them as colloidal suspensions onto graphite substrates. 

RESULTS 

NEXAES from Naoaocxystals 

In·Fig. 1 (a) we show Si K near-edge x-ray absorption fme structure (NEXAFS) data from 
three different sizes of oxidized Si nanocrystals, ox-Siz, labelled small (s), medium (m), and large 
(!). A fourth sample containing even smaller nanocrystals and labelled very small (vs) was also 
measured. Its spectrum, omitted in Fig. 1(a) for clarity, appears in Fig. 2. Comparison with data from 
c-Si and bulk Si02 readily confirms that all the nanocrystalline samples contain crystalline silicon 
and Si02• The c-Si, Si02, and ox-Six data have been normalized to common "edge jump" values 
measured >100 eV above the Si Kedge where their x-ray absorption intensities are structureless, 
i.e. , atomiclike. 

Referring to Fig. 2, both them and vs samples are composed mainly of c-Si and Si02 . (Rather 
than using c-Si to model the Si in these samples, we have used a por-Si sample from Fig. 1 (b), 
described below, whose NEXAFS more closely resembles that of the nanocrystals [13].) Closer 
inspection of the ox-Six spectra reveals additional structure between the absorption of c-Si and Si02• 

We can obtain an approximate spectrum for this species by subtracting the contributions from these 
two known components. The result is shown as a thin solid line (small artifactual structures near the 
c-Si and Si02 edges are due to imperfect modelling by the pure constituents). The intermediate energy 
position of its absorption edge leads naturally to the assignment of an incompletely oxidized Si 
species, SiOz. Keeping in mind that x-ray diffraction, liquid chromatography, and TEM data [12] 
show the nanocrystals to be Si02-coated spheres of Si - whose outer diameters for the different 
samples are given in Table I - the assignment is entirely plausible: it just represents the interface 
layer between the crystalline core and the fully oxidized outer layer of the nanocrystals. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Si K-edge NEXAFS data from c-Si, 
Si02, and oxidized Si nanocrystals, labelled 
small (s), medium (m), and large ([). (b) 
NEXAFS data from c-Si, a-Si, and two 
different por-Si samples. All data in (a) and 
(b) are normalized to unity edge jump. 
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Fig. 2. Normalized NEXAFS data from 
medium (m) and very small (vs) oxidized Si 
nanocrystals, composed of Si inner core (here 
represented by por-Si( C) sample from Fig. 
1(b)), Si02 outer shell, and interfacial sub
oxide shell SiO.x- Despite very different 
nanocrystal sizes, interfacial shell thicknesses 
and chemical compositions are the same. 

Table I. Average dimensions of oxidized nanocrystals from TEM and NEXAFS data. 
D is diameter and t is layer thickness, in A. 

Dourer Dmiddle Dinner t(SiOJ t(Si02) 

"very small" 26±6 14 11 1.5 6 
"small" 33±6 21 17 2 6 
"medium" 45±7 34 31 1.5 5.5 
"large" 96± 19 81 78 1.5 7.5 
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The relative mass fractions of the c-Si, Si02, and SiO~ contributions (i. e., their relative edge 
jumps) are converted into volume fractions using the corresponding densities [14]. From these 
volume fractions, the measured outer diameters [12], and the fact that the nanocrystals are spherical, 
we are then able to determine the mean inner diameters of the corresponding Si. cores and the thick
nesses of the intermediate SiO. layer and the outer Si02 layer. The results are given in Table I [15]. 
Considering that for the four different samples the outer diameters vary by a factor of 4 and the inner 
,diameters a factor of7, it is remarkable that the thicknesses of both the intermediate SiO. layer and 
the outer Si02 layer remain essentially constant. Furthermore, the SiO.-layer thickness amounts to 
just about a monolayer, consistent with a very well-defmed interface. Finally, the nearly 
indistingui~hable edge position in the different nanocrystals, which directly reflects its chemical 
composition, indicates the absence of a size dependent change in interfacial stoichiometry. 

The Si. core diameters of the nanocrystals are plotted as circles in the bottom half of Fig. 3 
versus their measured peak luminescence energies. The well-defmed trend exhibits characteristics 
expected from a quantum.-confmement picture: smaller particle sizes lead to higher emission 
energies. The constant thickness and stoichiometry of the interfacial suboxide layer, and the constant 
thickness of the outer Si02 layer found here for very different core diameters and peak luminescence 
energies effectively rule out SiO. and Si02 as the optically active species, confmning quantum 
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Fig. 3. Top: Correlation between average Si 
coordination for particles of different shapes 
versus their inverse characteristic length 
(diameter for sphere, side for cube). Average 
includes bulk and surface atoms, which have 
<4 frrst neighbors, explaining trend of lower 
values with decreasing particle size . 
Experimental Si coordinations from EXAFS 
data of four differently prepared por-Si 
samples labeled A, B, C, and D are indicated. 
Bottom: Correlation between average Si 
particle size and measured peak luminescence 
energy. Also indicated are total number of Si 
atoms, Nsi• contained in a cubic particle of 
corresponding size. Different sized oxidized 
Si nanocrystals labeled vs, s, m, and l are 
shown as circles, different por-Si structures 
from top figure are shown as squares. I 
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confmement in the Siz cores as being responsible for the observed luminescence from these systems. 
Recent high resolution luminescence data from such nanocrystals [16], in which vibronic structures 
associated with Siz are observed, provide still additional support for this picture. 

NEXAFS and EXAFS from Por-Si 

Normalized NEXAFS data from por-Si appear in Fig. 1 (b), along with comparison data from 
) c-Si and a-Si. For clarity, we show only two of the four differently prepared samples studied here, 

labeUed C [2] and B [10]. The qualitatively closer resemblance of the por-Si data to that of c-Si 
rather than· a-Si, and the lack of (Si-0)-related absorption at -1842 - 1848 eV, already noted 
elsewhere [10], are apparent. 

While the NEXAFS data provide chemical information, i. e., electronic structure, the 
corresponding extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) data readily provide local 
coordination and distance information, i.e.; geometric structure [7]. In Fig. 4(a), we show the raw 
EXAFS data for the same samples displayed in Fig. 1(b). Locally ordered structure in the por-Si 
samples is seen from the second- and third-neighbor shells appearing as peaks at -3.4 and 4.1 A in 
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Fig. 4. (a) Raw Si K-edge EXAFS data from 
c-Si, a-Si, and two different por-Si samples. 

' 2 (b) Fourier transforms of edge-truncated, k -
multiplied, background-subtracted data from 
samples in (a). 1st-, 2nd-, and 3rd-shell peaks 
at -2.0, 3.4, and 4.1 A are uncorrected for 
phase shift. Artifactual peaks at -2.5 and 2.9 
A are due to truncation. (c) Back-transformed, 
filtered 1st-shell data from (b). Reduced 
EXAFS amplitudes from por-Si samples 
indicate lower Si coordination as a result of 
surface coordination to H. Measured average 
Si coordinations for different por-Si samples 
are plotted in Fig. 3. 
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6 
the Fourier-transformed (Ff) data [Fig. 4(b)]; such structure in a-Si is essentially absent, of course, 

due to static disorder. Relative to bulk c-Si, the apparently similar reduction of frrst-neighbor Ff 
peak intensities at -2.0 A for the por-Si and a-Si samples is better understood by flltering and back
transforming the frrst-neighbor shells [Fig. 4(c)]. The peak intensity of the amplitude function A(k), 
which envelopes the-oscillatory EXAFS x.(k), is shifted for a-Si as a result of the Debye-Waller-like 
static-disorder term [7]. Such exponential damping of high-k scattering is unimportant fork <4 A -I, 

.. so in that region A(k) for the a-Si and c-Si samples is the same. This reflects their identical Si 
coordinations of 4. By contrast, A(k) for the por-Si samples is unshifted relative to that for c-Si and 
is smaller at all values of k. This is an obvious indication that the average number of first-neighbor 
Si atoms, 'nsi• in por-Si is <4. 

The reason for the lower average Si coordination number and the apparent lack of other frrst 
neighbors in the Ff data is that the surface Si atoms are also coordinated to H (the EXAFS 
backscattering amplitude of His negligible). The substantially smaller values of 'nsi obtained by 
fitting [7] the filtered por-Si data indicate large H/Si ratios in these samples. For example, 'nsi = 2.85 
± 0.1 in sample B, meaning H/Si = 1.15 ± 0.1, or an average H content of 115%. This should be 
compared with typical H concentrations of -10% in device-quality a-Si:H [17]. Forward a-recoil 
measurements [14], which determine H/Si directly, give results for the corresponding por-Si samples 
that are completely consistent with those from EXAFS. Furthermore, these integrated H 
concentrations are confirmed by transmission ir-absorption measurements [18] (their results also 
show that H from bulk Si or from possible OH contamination is unimportant in the a-recoil data). 

The large measured H/Si ratios imply large surface/volume ratios for the representative Si 
structures, the average sizes of which are determined in the top half of Fig. 3. We first plot calculated 
Si coordinations for different shapes as a function of inverse characteristic dimension, or length (i.e., 
diameter for a sphere, side for a cube). The dot-dashed line, drawn from the asymptotic limit of 'nsi= 
4 for infinitely large Si dimensions, is extended for (100)-faceted cubic particles of decreasing size. 
The 4: 1: 1 square-prism shapes are included to represent prolate particles. All particle surfaces 
(terminated with H) are ideal. To this calculated plot we then indicate the Si coordinations measured 
from the ~S amplitudes in the four different por-Si samples, labelled A, B, C, and D (all 'nsi 
values are± 0.1). Finally, the average Si particle sizes are obtained from the intersection of mean 
experimental Si coordinations with the asymptotic dot-dashed line. These sizes are plotted as squares 
in the bottom half of Fig. 3- against the peak luminescence energies measured in the corresponding 
-samples. A correlation is obvious. 

DISCUSSION 

Before discussing the trend at the bottom of Fig. 3, we point out that the particle sizes 
represented by the squares are actually upper limits. The quoted particle sizes are obtained from the 
(100)-cubic asymptote, so any other assumed shape(s) would clearly lead to sffialler sizes. 
Furthermore, TEM micrographs of the por-Si samples show them to contain c-Si, often in the form 
of columns, whose dimensions are ~3 nm and whose amounts vary between 10- 30% depending on 
the type of sample studied, e. g., B versus C. The remainder of the samples consists of Si structures 

· too small to characterize with TEM. Since EXAFS measurements average over all the Si structures, 1 
including the contributions from c-Si, the reduced values quoted for 'nsi - and thus the mass-
weighted average particle sizes- would be even smaller had these larger c-Si contributions not been 
included. It is significant to note that subtracting the c-Si contributions from the por-Si data still 
leaves evidence for local crystallinity, i.e., the 2nd- and 3rd-neighbor shells in the Ff data are not 
removed. 
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The bottom of Fig. 3 displays the important and surprising result that the relationship 
between peak luminescence energy and average particle size for the por-Si samples is nearly 
identical to that for the Si nanocrystals. Indeed, excluding the unetched c-Si contributions to our 
quoted Ylsi values make the two trends virtually indistinguishable. The implication is clear: since the 
luminescenc~ spectrum from a given Si particle is directly correlated with its size, the luminescence 
spectrum from a given por-Si sample is also associated with a characteristic Si dimension. Thus, for 
example, 720-nm peak luminescence from Si is representative of a structure whose average size is 

;. -20 A, regardless of how the sample was prepared. 
The correlation in Fig. 3 also provides information about the shape of the Si species 

responsible for the luminescence in the visible region <700 nm (> 1.75 e V). The columnar, extended
wire-like structures observed with TEM in por-Si samples A and Bare all >20 A, i.e., too large to 
account for our EXAFS results. If extended wire shapes were responsible for the luminescence in 
these samples, they would have to be of extremely small dimensions, <10 A. This implies, therefore, 
that the optically active structures are generally not extended wires, but particles. We infer that these 
particles are predominantly (100)-faceted based on surface sensitive reflection if-absorption 
measurements [19] from the por-Si A and B samples, which indicate H-Si frequencies representative 
of SiH2 species [(110) or (111) surfaces would exhibit mainly SiH frequencies]. More general 
conclusions cannot be extended to samples luminescing in the near- and far-infrared region, i. e., 
> 700 nm, because the distinction between wires and particles [see Fig. 3] is less significant. 

The average sizes of the Si structures responsible for the visible luminescence in por-Si are 
small, well below easy detection with TEM or diffraction. For example, Fig.3 indicates that 2-e V 
luminescence is associated with particles of dimensions typically less than 13 A (recall that the 
values shown in squares are upper limits). This is considerably smaller than any size previously 
associated with such luminescence. A 13-A cube contains a total number of Si atoms Ylsi = 110 (= 

60 for a sphere [20], see Fig. 3) and a calculated band gap of -3.8 e V [5], whereas a 26-A cube has 
corresponding numbers of -900 and 2.2 eV. Factors of two in size are therefore very important. 

Basic questions about visible photoluminescence from por-Si still remain. Among the most 
important of these is a reliable calculation of the coulombic interaction between electrons and holes 
localized on a Si particle. A complete description of the visible-luminescence mechanism in por-Si 
will ultimately need to address this and other issues, along with the fact that the optically active Si 
species in this material has dimensions as small as those found here. 
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